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Abstract
The implications are assessed of the
zero-voltage switching operating limits in
two candidate converters for the constituent
modules of the UK-25 main-beam supply; the
topologies being the 'H' bridge square-wave
converter and the series resonant converter,
The weight and efficiency performance of the
two converters is quantified in terms of the
achievable ranges of supply voltage variation
and load current variation. The square-wave
converter is seen to offer superior performance under all conditions except where the
ranges of supply voltage variaion and load
current variation are virtually zero.
1.0

Introduction

The UK-25 Kaufman type ion thruster is
under development by a team which is led and
funded by the Space Department of the Royal
Aerospace Establishment, Farnborough, (now
the Aerospace Division of the Defence Research Agency). As part of this project the
University of Birmingham is undertaking a
programme of work to assess and evaluate the
power conditioning options for the main beam
supply of the UK-25.
The UK-25 thruster is capable of producing several hundred mN of thrust and requires
a main beam supply of around 10 kW at a voltage in excess of 2 kV. Producing this supply
from the relatively low voltage spacecraft
bus of typically 100-200V requires the series
connection of four or five modules, each module producing an output of around 500V.
In a recent paper, [1], the authors
reported results from a theoretical and
practical comparison of two converter
topologies, both strong candidates for the
constituent modules of the UK-25 main beam
supply, and each having different but
attractive features. The converters were compared on the basis of a closely regulated
input bus of 180V and in particular the efficiencies, load current, ranges and component
weights of the converters were considered in
detail,
In this paper the comparison is extended
to include an assessment of the effects of
bus voltage variations on the relative performance of the two converter systems. The
work involves identifying the operating limits of the converters for space applications
and provides important results which show the
interaction between the design of the spacecraft power bus and the design and likely
performance of ion thruster power processing
equipment.

In the following sections the two converter topologies are described and the
mechanisms responsible for limiting the
ranges of input voltage variation and load
current variation are identified. The performance of the two converters is then
assessed theoretically when the spacecraft
power bus varies about a nominal level by
± 10%.
2.0 Converter ToDologies and Operating Lim
its.
The two converter topologies being
examined in this paper are shown in Figure 1.
The first, Figure la, is a square-wave type
circuit whilst the second, Figure Ib, is a
series resonant circuit. Both topologies
utilise a full 'H' bridge inverter configuration and an identical phase-shift modulation
strategy is employed in each case. The devices in each leg of the inverter are
operated with a 50% duty-ratio, however, the
switching action in the right-hand leg, leg
B, is delayed behind the switching action in
the left-hand leg, leg A, by variable angular
duration 6S, 0 S 6 S 1. As a result, the output voltage from the 'H' bridge is a variable
duty-ratio, quasi-square waveform.
Idealised waveforms of the 'H' bridge
, and the transformer prioutput voltage V
AB are shown in Figures 2a
mary current,
and 2b for the square-wave and series
resonant converters respectively. The conducting devices are marked onto the
corresponding sections of the current waveforms. The operation of the converters is
described briefly in the following sections
and the machanisms responsible for the operating limits are identified.
2.1

Square-wave converter

In this converter topology, Figure la,
the 'H' bridge output voltage is applied directly to the transformer primary, however,
the transformer leakage inductance is shown
explicitly as a separate element in series
with the primary winding. The transformer
secondary voltage is rectified and then
passed through an L-C filter to the load.
The transformer current waveform, IA,'
in this converter is essentially square i
shape, Figure 2a. Due to the effect of the
output filter inductor the transformer current rises slightly whilst voltage is applied
to the transformer primary, and the transformer current'falls slightly whilst the
transformer windings are clamped to zero.
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Also, immediately after thd 'H' bridge
output voltage switches from zero and voltage
is applied to the transformer primary, the
transformer current reverses in a controlled
linear manner due to the presence of the
transformer leakage inductance. Whilst the
transformer current is reversing the output
filter inductor current freewheels through
all four of the rectifier devices, and the
bridge rectifier output voltage is clamped to
zero.

2.3

A minimum load current condition arises
in both of the converters and for a similar
reason, this being the requirement to maintain well-controlled and virtually lossless
switching operation of the MOSFET devices.
In high performance switching power
electronic equipment it is desirable in order
to minimise switching losses to arrange the
device current and voltage waveforms to be
such that significant voltage and current
never exist simultaneously on the device. In
addition, it is also desirable to ensure that
the rates of change of current and voltage at
the switching instants are constrained to
modest levels in order to minimise the possibility of EMI generation.

Since no power is being passed through
the transformer to the secondary circuit
whilst the transformer current is reversing,
and also since the time taken for the current
to reverse depends upon the load current
level, this effect produces a load current
dependent drop in the converter output
voltage. Therefore, as the load current is
increased, the control parameter 6 must also
be increased in order to maintain a constant
output voltage. The maximum value of 6, 6 =
1, therefore defines the maximum achievable
output current at a particular output
voltage.
2.2

Minimum load current condition

This may be easily achieved in the inverter leg configuration used in the two
converters considered in this paper, and is
explained below with reference to the inverter leg and idealised waveforms shown in
Figure 3. The inverter leg is shown with
snubber capacitors connected across the devices. It is assumed that an inductive
current is flowing into the centre point of
the leg, and initially the lower device, T2,
is conducting. The waveforms show in expanded
form the switching transient which occurs as
T2 is turned off and T1 is turned on. The
conducting components are marked on the corresponding sections of the current waveform.

Series resonant converter

In this topology, Figure Ib, the 'H'
bridge output voltage is applied to the series combination of the resonant tank and the
transformer primary. In the secondary circuit
the resonant current is rectified, smoothed
by the filter capacitor and passed to the
load.

When T2 is switched off, the current divides between the two snubber capacitors, the
capacitors and the inductive component in series with the leg output current interact
together and result in the voltage across T2
rising gradually, the voltage waveform being
part of a sinewave. When the voltage across
T2 reaches the input level the current transfers to the diode, D1, and providing that TI
is signalled to conduct whilst D1 is conducting then, as the current reverses, it transfers directly to T1.

Due to the effect of the resonant tank
circuit the transformer primary current, I
in this converter is sinusoidal and since
e
switching frequency is chosen to be slightly
greater than the natural frequency of the
resonant tank the sinusoidal current lags behind the fundamental component of the 'H'
bridge output voltage, Figure 2b.
A second effect of the resonant tank being in series with the power path through the
converter is to introduce a fairly strong dependence of output voltage on output current.
As the output current is increased the output
voltage tends to fall and the control parameter, 6, must be increased in order to keep
the output voltage constant. Therefore
similar to the square wave converter, the
maximum value of 6, 6 = 1, places a limit on
the maximum output current at a particular
output voltage.

The rise of the voltage across T2 immediately after turn off is therefore delayed,
allowing the device current to fall without
incurring significant turn on losses. The
rate of rise of voltage is controlled by the
snubber capacitors and if the incoming device, Ti, is turned on when DI is conducting
there are no turn-on losses. In addition,
there is no reverse recovery stressing of the
diodes, and the snubber capacitors operate in
a lossless regenerative manner.
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However, an important prerequisite for
achieving this operation is that the voltage
across the outgoing device must rise to its
off-state level before the current reverses.
Alternatively, the voltage across the incoming device must fall to zero before the
device is signalled to conduct. This operation is known as zero-voltage switching.

U

It may be seen by examining the sketched
Swaveforms in Figure 2 that this operation is
VC
possible in both of the converters in Figure
a)
1. In the series resonant converter the in"
ductive characteristic of the resonant tank
L
results in the current reversing after the
\

,

devices have switched off. In leg A of the

S

square-wave converter the transformer leakage
\\
inductance is the element which ensures that
5 !the
current reverses after the outgoing deS
vice has turned off, whilst in leg B of the
\ iconverter the transformer leakage inductance
SL
in series with the output filter inductor
provide the inductive current path.
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However, under reduced load conditions,
a situation arises where the stored inductive
om
energy in the leg output current path is inSsufficient to charge and discharge the leg
Ssnubber
capacitors. In these conditions the
c I
well-controlled and low loss switching operation is lost and this therefore defines a
L
minimum load condition for high performance
applications.
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Converter oDerating regions

The zero voltage switching operating regions of the two converters are presented in
Figures 4 and 5. The figures show the load
current range expressed as the ratio of the
minimum-to-maximum load current plotted
against the normalised voltage conversion ratio, Vo/NV.n, 1:N being the transformer turns
ratio. In
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case the maximum current was

S
determined by the maximum value of 6, the
Scontrol input, and the minimum current was
>•
determined by the limit of zero voltage
o W
switching. In the plot for the square-wave
>
converter several values are used for the paS

rameter f , the ratio of the switching

So

1

frequencynto the snubber capacitor/leakage
inductance natural frequency. In the plot for
the series resonant converter several values

mm
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L
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tank natural friquency ratio.

The plots show that in general there is
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a trade-off between normalised voltage conversion ratio and load range. A high value of
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normalised conversion ratio is desirable

Ssince this implies a smaller turns-ratio for
So
a particular application, and therefore a
Ssmaller primary current, which
suggests reSduced conduction losses and an increased
SO
efficiency. Therefore, an increase in load
:
range, that
is a smaller value of I
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implies a reduced normalised conversTM
omax
ratio, and is likely to be accompanied by a
reduction in efficiency.

o

addition if the converter is required
to provide a specified load range and also
operate over a range of conversion ratios,
example if the input bus voltage varies
then the nominal value of normalised voltage
conversion ratio must be reduced which again
implies an increased turns-ratio and reduced

efficiency.
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The characteristics for the square-wave
converter show that the load range may be extended by using a smaller value of f,
however, this would have the disadvantage of
producing increased levels of dv/dt. For the
---

--

-----

series resonant converter the load range may

be increased particularly at higher levels of
V
by using an
n close to unity., but this
would result in increased voltages across the
resonant tank components.
of figures 4 and 5 shows that
SComparison
S
the square-wave converter has the more attractive characteristics, a much larger load
range, smaller value of I
. /I
may be
' .. / -,
omax
at_omin
a given V
achieved
on.
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3.0
Implications of load current range and
input voltage range

S:

In this section the implications are exof the load range and input voltage
range on the likely efficiency and weights of
two converter systems. Throughout this

/
Samined
Sthe

requirements of the converter are 550V, 4A
and the nominal input voltage is 180V, four
such converters being required in series to
supply the UK-25. A switching frequency of
50 kHz is assumed. First, the converter efficiency is considered.

S

3.1

Efficiency
these calculations the efficiency and
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operating range performance of the two con-

=

verter systems are compared on the basis of a
fixed and equal total component weight, the
calculations being based on practical design
experience. The total converter losses were
determined by calculating the losses in the
devices, transformers and resonant inductor.
The two systems were designed to have total
component weights of 2.75kg, the resulting
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square-wave converter several values are used
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converter effi-

ciency falls as the source range increases.
In the case of the series resonant converter
the efficiency falls below 90% for source
greater than ±20% whereas the effiof the square-wave converter remains
above 90% for source ranges up to ±40%. However, the two systems show similar
efficiencies for zero or very small source
ranges, the efficiency of the series resonant
converter being slightly higher for zero
the
source range. For small source ranges
efficiency of both systems is in the region

Sciency
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Figures 6 and 7 show plots of the fullload efficiency of the two converter systems
against the range of bus voltage variation. A
bus voltage variation of 10% implies the bus
voltage may vary by ± 10% about the nominal
figure of 180V. The calculations assume the
converters do not have to tolerate any variation in load. For the series resonant
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components being

square-wave converter : MOSFETs 0.130, transand for the
former a.c.resistance 0.n1,
series resonant converter: MOSFETs 0.070,
transformer a.c.resistance 0.050, resonant
inductor a.c.resistance 0.170.
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of 95%. The choice of different values for
the natural frequency to switching frequency
ratio of the two converters does not significantly affect the efficiency performance
for source ranges below ±40%, which is the
most likely operating range,

Considering an operating requirement of
a 10% source range and an 0.65 load range, it
was seen in the previous section that for designs with total component weights of 2.75kg
the efficiency of the square-wave and series
resonant converters were 94% and 82% respectively. In re-designing the series resonant
converter with lower loss components an efficiency of 90% may be achieved but with the
penalty of a weight increase of over 100%,
the total weight being 5.7kg.

In order to improve the converter efficiency at a particular source range design
point the weight of the converter components
would need to be increased, for example several MOSFET modules could be connected in
series to reduce the total device conduction
losses. Alternatively, in order to reduce the
transformer losses a larger core and increased copper content would be required.

It was found to be impracticable to improve the efficiency of the series resonant
converter up to 94%, the figure achieved by
the square-wave converter with a component
weight of 2.75kg. A number of practical
limitations occurred, for example the number
of parallel connected MOSFET devices required
was such that the total output capacitance of
each leg in the 'H' bridge became excessive.

Figures 8 and 9 show how the full-load
efficiencies of the two converter systems
vary with different design values of load
range, the load range being defined as the
ratio between the minimum and maximum load
currents. The input bus voltage is assumed
constant for the calculations, the results
are again calculated for ranges of values of
the switching frequency to natural frequency
ratio and were originally presented in (1].
The plots show that for small or zero load
ranges the likely levels of efficiency for
the two converters are in the region of
90-95%. However, for larger load ranges,
minimum-to-maximum load current ratios below
0.65, the efficiency of the series resonant
converter falls rapidly below 90% whilst the
efficiency of the square-wave converter remains above 90% for minimum-to-maximum load
current ranges down to 0.3.

4.0

In order to achieve well-controlled,
low-loss switching conditions the operating
ranges of power converters are limited. As a
result of these limitations the overall performance of a converter in terms of weight
and efficiency becomes strongly dependent on
the required ranges of load current and input
voltage variation.
The weight and efficiency performance
has been quantified of two converters which
are under consideration for the main beam
supply of the UK-25, the 'H' bridge
square-wave converter and the series resonant
converter.

In-Figures 10 and 11 the predicted efficiency of the two converters is again plotted
against load range but with the assumption of
a ±10% variation in the nominal input bus
voltage of 180V. Comparison with figures 8
and 9 which correspond to fixed bus voltage
conditions reveals that for the square-wave
converter a ±10% bus variation has virtually
no effect on efficiency for minimum to
maximum load ratios greater than 0.5. However, if the series resonant converter is to
accommodate a ±10% bus variation the efficiency at any designed load range is
seriously degraded, falling below 80% for
minimum-to-maximum load range figures below
0.65.

Except for the special case of virtually
zero load and input bus variation the
square-wave converter offers an efficiency
performance which is superior to that of the
series resonant converter. For a typical bus
voltage variation of ±10% both converters can
provide efficiencies of 94% if the range of
load variation is very small. However, the
efficiency of the square-wave converter remains above 90% for minimum-to-maximum load
ratios down to 0.3, whilst the efficiency of
the series resonant converter falls below 90%
for minimum-to-maximum load ratios below 0.8.
The efficiency of the series resonant
converter may be improved by allowing the
component weights to increase, however, for a
typical operating requirement of 10% source
variation and 0.65 minimum-to-maximum load
variation the overall component weight must
be doubled to improve the efficiency from 82%
to 90%, the total weight being 5.7kg. The efficiency of the square-wave converter for the
same source and load ranges is 94%, the total
component weight being 2.75kg.

If significant load ranges or bus voltage ranges are to be accommodated the
square-wave converter offers an efficiency
performance which is considerably better than
that of the series resonant converter operating with phase-shift control for the same
total component weight. However, if only a
very small or zero range of load or bus voltage is to be accommodated, the series
resonant converter offers a slightly higher
efficiency and also has a number of other advantages such as inherent current limiting
under fault conditions and inherent voltage
clamping of the bridge rectifier.
3.2

Conclusions
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weight

It has been demonstrated in the previous
section that for equal component weights the
efficiency performance of the series resonant
converter is generally inferior to that of
the square-wave converter. In this section
some results are presented to illustrate how
the efficiency of the series resonant converter may be improved by re-designing the
components and allowing an increased component weight.
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